Champion Gutter Guard was designed
through a collaboration of engineers and gutter
installation experts. The result is a product our
dealers love to install and homeowners who are
highly satisﬁed with its performance. Micro-mesh
technology has been thoroughly tested in the
ﬁeld for over ten years.

• Keeps out all debris

• Made from surgical-grade stainless steel mesh
and a strong, durable, one-piece aluminum body

• Installs permanently to the gutter and fascia
board, increasing the overall strength of the
gutter system

• Permanently installs on all new or existing
5" and 6" gutters

• Installs at a slight forward slope to augment
the shedding of debris

• Little to no maintenance required

• Lifetime 100% money-back, No-Clog guarantee
• Cost eﬀective

Permanently eliminate
the need to clean your
gutters

844-220-4393

www.championgutterguard.com

Strong,
Dependable, Lifetime
Gutter Protection

Don’t be stuck with
inferior technology…

Older technologies such as basic drop-in screens,
hooded or helmet-style covers, perforated, slotted
products or foam inserts are replete with problems:
• water overshooting the gutters
• debris entering and accumulating in the gutters
• potential access for rodent and insect
infestation

The majority of water damage to any home is caused by clogged gutters.

With Champion Gutter Guard, your gutters will
never clog or require internal cleaning. Period.
Champion Gutter Guard
is a highly durable, intelligently
designed product.

The holes in the Champion Gutter Guard mesh
are small enough to keep out ALL debris including things as small as sand and shingle granules,
yet large enough to allow unrestricted water
ﬂow without any overshooting of the gutter. In
addition, pollen and other airborne organic
material pass through the mesh and wash down
the gutter. It will also prevent insects and other
pests from entering the gutter system.

Gutter protection should be a one-time
purchase and should perform as promised.
Our dealers report few, if any “call backs” from
customers. With Champion Gutter Guard,
your gutters will never clog or require internal
cleaning. Period.

100% manufactured in the USA

100% Satisfaction Pledge:

An unprotected gutter will periodically ﬁll
with leaves, dirt, and various other types of
debris which, left unattended, will create clogs
and overﬂow.

The result leads to very costly repairs to your
foundation, siding, basement, and landscaping
just to name a few.
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Our goal is 100% customer satisfaction. Our
dealers are our partners and it is our mutual
mission to provide a great product at a fair price
along with world-class customer service and
support. If you are unhappy with your job in
any way, your dealer will be more than happy
to address any issues or concerns. Should
you ever have an unresolved issue, contact
us directly and we will work with you to
obtain a 100% satisfactory outcome.

